Praise for Topaz and the Green Fairies

“Topaz And The Green Fairies brings us to Cottersdamp Island,
where the rising floodwaters threaten the lives of the fairy folk living there. It is up to young Bozel to find a way to Knownotten and
seek help before everyone is washed away, but first he must face his
inner fears and much danger if he is to find King Topaz. With no
way back to Cottersdamp, Bozel must trust the conjure cat and his
faithful friends, Daisy, Otis, and Dooley to think of a plan that will
rescue all the Green Fairies and bring them safely to Knownotten.
As a writer of children’s books, I can say that I thoroughly enjoyed
the thought-out characters in this series. From the wise yellow conjure cat to the dangerous Buckwetcher, the Black Fisher Bats and
the Spotted Gray Matoose, magic, adventure, and mystery abound
in this tale. A perfect bedtime read for pre-teens and younger.”

—Sandra Jane Maidwell, writer of children’s and teen fiction
“Another fantastic book by Pat Frayne! Topaz and the Green Fairies
makes a great addition to the Topaz series. Topaz is back, this time
to help the Green Fairies and cure his land. It is a beautifully written story that intertwines many different elements. I loved the different story lines and seeing how they all come together. With a
great cast of familiar characters and terrific selection of new ones,
Topaz and the Green Fairies is a wonderful story. It is a must read
for any child!”

—Robin C. Berry, Library Graduate Student

“Author Pat Frayne’s Topaz and the Green Fairies is a story that
will evoke and enrich children’s imaginations. Her characters are
fascinating in the descriptions she gives them and the settings she
describes will surely intrigue young readers as they envision what
they are reading. Even adults will enjoy this book, which would be
a great one for adults and children to read together. Topaz and the
Green Fairies would also be a great stage play for young audiences.”
—Karen Despain,
Retired journalist whose career in the newspaper business
spanned more than 30 years.
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Barren Island

CHAPTER ONE

O

tis had been on the wing since dusk the previous day.
Weary, and half starved, the great owl looked for a place
to rest and find a meal before completing his journey home. Far
below and nearly hidden beneath its dense blanket of white fog,
the wide Slewnecky River stretched out for miles.
Even though he was tired and hungry, the cool morning breeze
and the endless gray sky seemed to be urging Otis to push on.
Had the sun been shining, he would have given into his nocturnal
nature and sought a shady place to sleep until evening. Now, he
considered going on to Knownotten Kingdom instead.
With the wind in his favor, there was every chance he would
arrive in plenty of time for Sunday afternoon tea at Knownotten
Castle. The prospect of seeing his old friends sooner than he’d
expected gave him a sense of renewed energy. Nevertheless, something to eat and a short nap were still in order.
This year’s visit with his brothers in Wentloc lasted longer than
he’d intended. Even so, it had been an enjoyable time. Otis looked
forward to amusing his friends with his latest adventures, especially
young Daisy. She was his best listener.
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Barely visible through the fog, a narrow strip of dry land
appeared almost directly beneath Otis. He circled round and
dropped down for a better look. The island had been ravaged by
fire, and though it hadn’t been recent, he could see no evidence of
new growth anywhere. This puzzled Otis. Nevertheless, the island
would do for a place to nap after catching a fish for his morning
meal. Otis circled round again. This time, he glided over the water,
his attention focused solely on choosing his prey.
Just as he was about to sail down and grab his meal, two Giant
White Osprey came out of nowhere, catching him off guard. In
a flurry of gray and white feathers, the large raptors were all over
him. Their thick curved beaks pecked hard against his skull, and
their monstrous scaled claws grabbed his wings repeatedly as if they
would tear them away from his body.
A paralyzing pain blazed through his left wing, leaving him
breathless for a moment. When Otis recovered, he fought back
with his beak, even as he struggled to wrench himself free. But he
was no match for the osprey. They were larger and stronger, and he
barely escaped their ruthless clutches.
The ospreys’ screams were loud and terrifying as they chased
after him. Otis flapped his powerful wings in stiff deep beats and
swerved. This time he managed to stay out of their reach. He
swerved again, and headed toward the mainland, only to discover
that the larger of the two birds was ahead of him and about to cut
off his path.
In an attempt to avoid the larger osprey, Otis made a wide
turn. The smaller bird came up from behind with an unexpected
swiftness and grabbed his left wing in both its huge spiked claws.
Again, the searing pain gripped him.
Otis gave a loud screech. He pecked at the smaller bird’s claws
while he flapped his wings in an effort to get away. The spikes on
the bottom of the osprey’s clawed feet were used to hold onto a
wriggling fish, but as Otis found out, these sharp spikes had other
uses too.
The larger osprey circled round to close in. Aware of the larger
bird’s intentions, Otis thrashed about in desperation, trying to jerk
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himself away from the smaller bird’s claws. When this failed, he
nipped at his captor’s face again and again.
Moments before the larger osprey was near enough to seize
his other wing, Otis reached out and raked his captor across the
breast with his sharp talons. Feathers flew, and blood dripped. The
smaller osprey screamed and let go. Otis skimmed past the larger
bird, barely managing to avoid a collision in his timely escape.

He’d been fortunate to dodge another brutal attack by the
larger bird. Nevertheless, this battle was not yet over. The osprey
were right behind him, nearly close enough to nip his tail feathers.
In spite of the pain in his left wing, Otis did his best to remain
airborne. Even so, the wing was too weak to support him, and the
osprey were closing in on both sides. How many times could he
cheat death in a day? He hardly had time to wonder.
Otis screeched in anguish as he felt himself falling out of the
sky.
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